Occasionally O'Flaherty's tendentiousness gets the better of his critical judgment, as in the case of E.) . Pratt whose work, it seems, is vitiated by his decision to leave Newfoundland for Ontario.
That they might run
Neither, one is tempted to add, is the uniqueness of Pratt demonstrated by this kind of critical intemperance.
On the whole, however, O'Flaherty's critical instincts are razor-sharp and his evaluations convincing. Best of all perhaps (and what greater praise can be accorded to a literary historian?), he makes one wish to read the books he discusses. His descriptions and analyses of the fiction of R.T.S. Lowell, Norman Douglas, and Margaret Duley, for example, create a vivid sense of the ethos which helped shape these books and give a just estimate of their worth as literature. ( Dick Harrison noted: 'When I began to compare Canadian and American western fiction, I found there was a good deal of geography to get through before I could concentrate on the literature: Geography was but one of Harrison's problems. Beyond the attitudes a people takes to its definitive landscape, there are the differences between America's revolutionary and Canada's evolutionary experience, between the exuberance of Manifest Destiny and the staid orderliness of colonial development, between the American reverence for individualism and Canada's more conservative concern for the individual's relation to his community and environment. As Harrison makes clear, we must compare geographies, national experiences, patterns of settlement, intellectual heritages and histories, national and regional mythologies, and distinctive attitudes to freedom, law and order, and the land if we are to undertake a fruitful study of the literatures of the North American West, in particular, the literatures of the shared plains and grassland that were often in the nineteenth century mistrustingly labelled 'the Great American Desert:
Crossing Frontiers is the immediate result of Harrison's pioneering initiative in this intriguing and growing area of study. It is in fact a landmark book, containing the papers, responses, and overviews which comprised the 1978 Banff conference of the same name that Harrison adeptly organized. As those who were fortunate enough to attend that conference will readily recall, these historical and literary essays are generally of a high quality -readable, enjoyable, well-documented, and thought-provoking. Henry Kreisel called them 'the most listenable I have ever heard at a conference: Even on paper, removed from the enthusiastic, celebrative ambience of the event itself, they hold up well, especially in conjunction with the intelligent, lucidly critical responses they elicited. Nevertheless, in the long run the book's importance will lie as much in the event it commemorates (and the various impetuses Crossing Frontiers set in motion) as in the text's contents. Like Harrison's seminal' Across the Medicine Line: Crossing Frontiers takes up the complex task of investigating and seeking to define the issues, problems, and potentialities involved in comparing the American and Canadian Wests. Max Westbrook called it ' a beginning, an academic and literary mapping out of the territory ahead: in the process wedding the American passion for new beginnings with what was, for most American scholars at the conference, a genuine sense of discovering so much serious energy afoot in the study of the Canadian West. Indeed, the Crossing Frontiers conference provided that opportunity for both nations. If Wiebe, Ross, Hodgins, and Mitchell were new to most American scholars, so Frank Waters, Frederick Manfred, Keith Wilson , and William Stafford were new names to many Canadians present. It was entirely fitting in this regard that the man who decades earlier did so much to promote border-crossing and Canada's awareness of its already vanishing western heritage -Wallace Stegner -was present for the proceedings.
While the essays in Crossing Frontiers seldom offer definitive statements, they will be of interest to a wide variety of readers of several disciplines. Don D. Walker (Utah) offers an elegant plea for a mOre humanistic, less statistically preoccupied emphasis in the writings of modern western historians. He calls for a history that illuminates 'human moments: that reduces the gap between history and literature without diminishing either. Howard Lamar (Yale) and Earl Pomeroy (San Diego) discuss American western settlement on the basis of surviving pioneer memoirs and in the process throw into question many of the cherished tenets of the still-powerful Turner frontier thesis, while Lewis Thomas cogently examines the influence of the Anglicized elite in Alberta's social development. The literary essays have in common a passion for 'mythic' interpretation that is at once illuminating and restrictive. Leslie The Golden Dog Press. vii, 96. $2.95 paper Five of the guest lectures that make up this book were given between 1969 and 1971 and record the author's reaction to what he calls in a shy preface 'the student revolt of the sixties.' Taking an idiosyncratic position between the pessimism of Jacques Ellul and the optimism of Marshall McLuhan, Dudek assesses 'a radical imbalance, temporarily: in what he sees as an essential continuity of technology with human evolution. In the task of regaining a harmony between capability and desire 'we must rely on the gravitational pull of human nature: which Dudek affirms as progressing towards increasingly flexible and individual
